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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor:

Many thanks for the newest comments of Dr. Janice Pogue. I would answer the comments point to point of the comments here:

1. Interaction test: I have checked the table, actually, we have calculated the interaction of TCM versus CM in the table 1 in which expressed as "Likelihood". I have highlighted in red in the revised version. Also, I have added a sentence in the text to described the results of this calculation.

2. Footnotes in table: Yes, I have done and the footnotes been highlighted.

3. More emphasis on low rate of authentic RCTs: we have discussed this point in the "Discussion" section. I would appreciate if the peer reviewer give some suggestions more detail.

4. About some language corrections: this version was improved by David Moher who is an English native speaker, and edited by a professional editor. In my eyes, the English is perfect already. If who can provide more help on improving the English, I would thank whom very much.

Best wishes,

Taixiang WU